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Necessary for “Fair Cities:” inclusive 
housing

Sufficient supply and availability of adequate housing, supported by 

high quality infrastructure, that promotes sustainable livelihoods:

• Affordable—leaving families enough income to meet other needs

• Accessible:

– to livelihood and life opportunities, or near good, low cost transport to 

access livelihood and life opportunities

– to acquire lifeline goods and services

• Sustainable—managed and maintained as affordable for long run or in 

perpetuity

• Suitable—what the community wants, not what policy makers think it needs



US Experience (1)
US Social Housing Strategy has been a dance of contradictory policy goals 

and unintended consequences:

• Upgrading of slums  substituted privately developed new dwellings (often in 

bad locations) for well-located substandard dwellings 

• Relying on private sector delivery  conflates social goals with private incentives

– produces more housing in the wrong places

– focuses on short term private goals vs. longer term social goal

– rarely deliver on efforts to wean private sector off subsidy

• Supply-focused strategies (subsidies)  never catch up to need rarely succeed at 

preservation 

• Demand-side strategies (vouchers)  still rely on private market to supply 

housing without control over character of homes
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US Experience (2)
Devolution of responsibility and resources to local government also 

led to unintended consequences 

• Siloed planning promotes mismatches

– between housing & jobs 

– between housing and transport

– individual locations bear larger share of affordable housing burden

• Ineffective/inefficient use of subsidies

But, devolution also led to some innovation

• Income mixing through Inclusionary zoning

• Better stewardship of resources through community land trusts 
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Lincoln Institute’s Goals:
• Build a strong understanding and leadership of top-level decision 

makers to advance strategies for inclusive housing

• Support well-established networks of stakeholders at all levels to 

facilitate effective implementation of inclusive housing policies

• Build strong capacity and expertise among practitioners 

responsible for implementing programs to deliver the housing

• Demonstrate successful, innovative tools and initiatives that have 

potential for scalability

• Train new practitioners, and disseminate innovative tools and 

practices internationally
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Everyone’s Goal: 
To Move Millions of People from 
the Urban Margins to the 
Economic Mainstream by 
Strengthening Key
Urban Systems
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Urban Systems 

Everyone’s Goal: 
To Move Millions of People from 
the Urban Margins to the 
Economic Mainstream by 
Strengthening Key
Urban Systems

• City and regional planning

• Infrastructure and transport

• Construction, upgrading and preserving 

inclusionary housing 



Approaches to Inclusive Housing in US (1)
1930s-1960s Public-Private Partnership: broad coalition formed to 

focus on housing production

• Unintended consequence: focus on new production not 

management; production tied to slum upgrading=resulted in 

concentration of poverty

• Draconian measures adopted to support development strategy: 

urban renewal

• Even with broad coalition, supply strategy could not keep up with 

growing need for affordable housing=1969 Brook Amendment 

introduced means testing

• Social backlash led to formation of HUD, passage of Fair Housing 9



Approaches to Inclusive Housing in US (2)
1970s-1990s: Supply strategy replaced by mixed strategy 

• Destruction of “dysfunctional” public housing

• Reduce the concentration of poverty through program design, legal 

mandates (fair housing)

– Demand-side strategy (vouchers) designed to deconcentrate poverty

– Bring private sector back w/tax credits

– Make private sector supply credit: CRA

• Gradually back government out of picture=never happened

• Added focus on homeownership—supplied by private market, subsidized 

on demand side
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Approaches to Inclusive Housing in US (3)

2000s: Mixed Income/Mixed Use/Mixed Race…

• Direct intervention to deconcentrate poverty (HOPE VI)

• Big expansion of inclusionary housing programs (new 

stick)

• Continued promotion of homeownership

• New focus on preservation

• 2008: Housing Crisis/Mortgage meltdown
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THE LEGACY OF US INCLUSIVE 
HOUSING POLICIES: 
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New US Housing Policy Principles
• Location more important than affordability

– Linking housing to opportunity and transport

– Preservation more important than new construction

– Affordable housing requirements imposed and enforced on 

local jurisdictions by state and national governments

• Targeting affordable housing approaches to regions

• Planning, aided by technology, plays a key role in aligning public 

and private goals
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Planning for Inclusive Housing
• Regional: No longer just local, as most housing 

challenges transcend jurisdictional boundaries

• Integrated: No longer in separate siloes and 

departments, linking housing, employment, 

transport

• Multi-sectoral: involving public sector, private 

sector, civic sector

• Participatory: community involved in decisions



A Coalition of two dozen funders, banks, non-profit and 

private sector organizations working hand in hand with 

local governments.  
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http://milehighconnects.org/main.html
http://milehighconnects.org/main.html
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Innovations Inclusive Housing
New tools:

• Better use of subsidy:  Community land trusts

• Value capture:  for equitable transit oriented development

• Regional stewardship of permanently affordable housing

New policies

• Land management for public purpose: Land Bank Authorities

• Pre-emptive inclusionary zoning—Chapter 40b

• Mandatory inclusionary zoning—NYC, SF

• Competitive funding replaces formula-based funding to achieve 

social goals
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Concluding Thoughts
Need to confront several truths:

• Social goals of public sector are achieved using inclusive housing as a 
means  it is the performance of the housing the helps make 
families and communities successful

• Private goals of private sector sees housing production as a means 
 but as a means to generate profit, not promote social outcomes

• Land policies and prices drive a wedge between private goals and 
social goals

• New technology offers new ways to plan and implement better 
strategies
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